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Introduction 
Pedestrian safety has become an increasing societal concern, especially with the increase of 
pedestrian fatalities1 and rapid development of automated vehicle technologies. Given the 
complexity of the real-world environment and the variability of pedestrians’ behaviors, it is 
crucial to test the self-driving technologies in extensive amount of pedestrian-related corner 
cases. The purpose of this study is to identify crash scenarios for pedestrians, develop pedestrian-
related corner cases by utilizing the naturalistic driving study data and using the modeling 
software to generate repeatable test scenarios for autonomous vehicle testing.  
 
Methodology  
Pedestrian-related corner cases were developed using an existing naturalistic driving study data – 
Safety Pilot Model Deployment (SPMD)2. In the SPMD study, about 140 vehicles were 
equipped with a variety of vehicle and environment sensors, and five cameras, among which one 
camera-based Mobileye system can automatically detect pedestrians in front of the vehicle, as 
shown in Figure 1 below: 
 

 
Figure 1: Example of Mobileye detection of pedestrian with video feed 

 
In this study, pedestrian related data identified by 81 SPMD instrumented vehicles’ sensors, 
along with driver demographics information, were firstly queried from SQL database, and then 



used in the analysis. The extracted pedestrian events were further categorized into three vehicle 
driving speed categories – low speed (5 to 25 mph), mid speed (25 mph to 55 mph) and high 
speed (55 mph or greater). The categorization was based on the residential, rural and highway 
speed limit in Michigan. Each event was then manually analyzed with the Mobileye video feed 
to verify pedestrian detection and to classify into corresponding categories (e.g. Type of 
Intersection/Location, Corner-Case Validity). In this study, corner case was defined as the 
situations that can be challenging for both human drivers and autonomous vehicles. The corner 
case of pedestrian events identified from the SPMD analysis were then generated and simulated 
through the virtual reality technique, Carla software3, with the parameters tuned based on the real 
driving data.  
 
Results  
A total of 14,613 pedestrian-related events were extracted – 14,121 events in low speed (5-25 
mph), 322 events in mid speed (25-55 mph) and 170 events in high speed (55 mph or higher). 
About 97% of Pedestrian events were detected in the low speed category. For high speed and 
mid speed categories, most pedestrian events detected by the Mobileye were sensor errors during 
which other objects such as motorcycles, bicycles or lamp posts were incorrectly recognized as 
pedestrians.  
For low speed category, the correct sensor detection rate reached about up to 99%, and was much 
higher than for the other two categories. In this analysis, hard braking events was extracted by 
using a deceleration rate of 0.3g or higher as the selection filter for possible pedestrian-related 
corner cases. A list of interesting pedestrian-related corner cases were identified from those hard-
braking events, such as roundabout blind spot and unexpected pedestrian crossing as shown in 
Figure 2 below:  
 

 
Figure 2: Roundabout blind spot (Left) and unexpected pedestrian crossing (Right) 



A set of Carla based pedestrian simulation models were further generated that simulate 
pedestrian’s behaviors from those selected corner cases, such as jaywalking, by using the 
extracted real driving information of the pedestrian, traffic, and road environment. Examples of 
corner case scenarios simulated in Carla software based on the SPMD real driving data is 
provided in Figure 3 below:  
 

 

 
Figure 3: Examples of corner case scenarios simulated in Carla software. At a gas station, 

pedestrian unexpectedly stepped out from a parked car, while the host vehicle is approaching 
(Top). In a community neighborhood, a pedestrian is walking in the middle of the street 

(Bottom). 
 
Conclusion  
The work was designed to develop a list of pedestrian corner case events from naturalistic 
driving data by extracting important features of pedestrians, vehicles, and road environment. 
From our SPMD naturalistic driving data, 14,613 pedestrian-related events were extract, and the 
majority occurred at low speed (5-25 mph). Carla based pedestrian-vehicle interaction models 
were further developed and simulated. Those corner case scenarios and models could be valuable 
in developing, testing, and benchmarking self-driving cars.  
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